
 
 

Offers 1-month STEAM camp  
@ East Fort Worth Montessori Academy! 

(501 S Oakland Blvd, Fort Worth, TX 76103) 
 
 

Schedule Grades K-2:  

9am – 12noon 

Grades 3-5:  

1 - 4 pm 

June 8-12 Explore Coding Tools Animations using Scratch 

June 15-19 Animations using Scratch Circuits with MaKey MaKey kit 

June 22-26 Circuits with MaKey MaKey kit Coding with Robots 

June 29-July 3 Playing with Robots Enjoyable Coding with Alice 

July 6-7 Wrap-up & presentations Wrap-up & presentations 
 

June 8 – July 7, Camp fee: $400 
 

(50% discount for low income families - See the bottom of utd.edu/k12 for details. 
Limited # of seats, Computer lab will be used (laptops not needed), One-day field Trip 

to UT Dallas is planned, call the school @ 817-496-3003 for full-day care) 
 

Descriptions @ utd.edu/k12/desc 
Registration @ bit.ly/efw-utd 

Questions? csk12@utdallas.edu 
 

 

http://utd.edu/k12
http://utd.edu/k12/desc
http://bit.ly/efw-utd
mailto:csk12@utdallas.edu


Explore-Coding-Tools With abundance of web-based tools to learn coding, we 

hope to play with a different tool in every session and get introduced to coding concepts 
in an enjoyable way. If parents want to get an idea about these tools, visit 

code.org/learn and madewithcode.com to see a few samples, but please do not prep 
your children and make the camp a boring experience! Just like Scratch, this camp is for 

freshers – no programming background is needed to attend this camp.  

2D Animations using Scratch MIT Scratch is a GUI based programming 

environment. While it has a friendly interface that appeals to young children, it has tons 
of functionality! You can do 2D animations of objects, create cool drawings, make a 

character sing a tune, develop an interactive game (control it with various inputs 
including voice!) and even narrate a story with images! Go to scratch.mit.edu to check 

out the tool and lots of examples. We will use a specific list of examples shown 
inwww.utdallas.edu/~jeyv/scratch.  Scratch uses drag-and-drop programming which 

means no syntax errors – program is always ready to run! It enables the young learners 
to focus on the logic instead. This camp is for beginners – no prior experience is 

required. 

Circuits with MaKey MaKey kit MaKey MaKey is a kit that lets you turn anything 

into a controller. No technical expertise is needed, letting your imagination run wild 

while you quickly prototype ideas and interactions. It’s basically a simplified Arduino 

processor that enables alternative ways for several inputs on your computer like mouse 
click, space, left-right-up-down keys, etc. through interesting objects like human body, 

vegetables, anything wet, pencil lead and almost anything that conducts electricity. We 
will work on “fun” projects every day!  
 

3D Animations using Alice Alice tool uses drag and drop programming, which 

means there is no room for syntax errors! You can convert your idea to code quickly and 

see it in action! You can code 3D animations or games with ease. Alice comes with a 
powerful graphics library that minimizes coding effort. Visit 

www.utdallas.edu/~jeyv/alice to preview the content. 
 

Playing/Coding with Robots Finch robots are tiny USB-powered robots that 

were developed specifically to learn programming. While these robots can be controlled 

from programs written in almost dozen languages, we are going to use MIT Scratch – it 

enables Elementary kids to write a few simple programs for the robot to move around, 
sense obstacles & light, play tunes and even draw pictures with a marker & a sheet of 

paper!  

 

Scribbler robot is suitable for a wide range of programming skills. In addition to light-

seeking, object detection, object avoidance & line-following, it can do art-work: place a 

Sharpie marker in the pen port and it will scribble as it drives! We will use the Graphical 

User Interface (S2 GUI) tile-based programming tools.  

 

Sphero robotic ball is another one we will use. We will use PC to control them and use 

interesting projects to reinforce math concepts. 

 

Visit bit.ly/camps-pdf more details & images related to these camps. 
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http://madewithcode.com/
http://scratch.mit.edu/
http://www.utdallas.edu/~jeyv/scratch
http://www.utdallas.edu/~jeyv/alice
http://www.finchrobot.com/
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